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Liquid crystal technology has become, nowadays, one of the core technologies for
implementing optical functions for WDM networks. Their advantage, with respect to other
materials, is their unequalled engineering capability which is nowadays decisive in providing
more flexible and cost effective systems. First, we briefly review the main driving physical
features determining their optical and dynamic behaviour, illustrated through various pure
or composite liquid crystal materials. Second, we discuss their suitability for use in some
telecommunication requirements. Finally we give examples illustrating the huge variety of
their possible effects, in particular when engineered with polymer chains.

1. Introduction

Liquid crystal technology is now a core technology

commonly used in optical communications. However,

the issue of its suitability in meeting telecommunica-

tion constraints has not been addressed from a general

materials view-point. This is probably because, in

contrast to other generic technologies, liquid crystal

technology is not monolithic, due to the huge variety

of materials and effects which can be provided, and

which is the main source of interest in using them.

Furthermore, compared with other soft materials, such

as (non-LC) organics, they exhibit relatively strong

optical effects over short distances and under low

voltages. In addition, they benefit from a better

industrial maturity, due to the development of the

display industry, e.g. reliability, continuous industrial

processes, cost effectiveness, etc. Therefore, our objec-

tive here is to review the possible engineering (guided,

fibre-confined, free-space, etc.) of such materials to

meet the specifications generally required for telecom-

munication systems within the frame of a wavelength

division multiplexing (WDM) network environment.

2. Relevant features of WDM optical networks

Due to their relatively slow switching times (from a

few ms to a few tens of ms), liquid crystals and

composite liquid crystals are inappropriate for high

speed operations such as optical packet switching,

but very well suited for most current dense WDM

operations (e.g. polarization dispersion compensation,

gain flattening, wavelength selection, space routing and

switching, etc.) involving high data rate transmission

(e.g. 40 Gbit sr21), requiring a full system reliability and

optical transparency [1].

Therefore, the first requirement is to maintain

transparency. This means that liquid crystal steady

states (physically or electrically obtained) have to be

guaranteed. Optical losses can result in a reduction of

this transparency. Losses arise from various origins,

due to materials (e.g. absorption, scattering, and

polarization dependence), optical configurations (e.g.

free-space beam division, mode coupling in waveguides

and fibres, etc.) [2]. The second requirement is the

polarization dependence (measured by the polarization

dependent loss, PDL) which depends again on the

material considered or the optical configurations. In

contrast, the response time depends only on liquid

crystal dynamics, related to physical or electrical

parameters such as anchoring and alignment forces,

electric field, orientation, amplitude and time shapes. In

relation to this point, liquid crystals offering a wide

range of time response (from tens of ms to a few

hundred ns) are available and this feature will be

adapted to the considered applications (some of them

requiring more or less fast switching times). Tempera-

ture dependence is another critical issue with liquid

crystals, due to phase transitions which impact optical

and dynamic properties. Once again, appropriate liquid

crystal engineering, enabling us to bypass this issue and

temperature control, is provided in different ways (e.g.

material choice or external temperature regulation).

We note that all these requirements are strongly
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related, not only to the liquid crystal choice but to

stabilization techniques, optical configurations and

electrical addressing schemes. In such a framework,

the wide range of liquid crystals and the effects they

offer is a powerful tool for closely meeting system

requirements. Conditions for such engineering will be

discussed here from a material and physical view-point.

Some examples will then be given, illustrating how this

engineering can be achieved to meet most of the current

telecommunication system requirements, rather than

giving an exhaustive review of all liquid crystal uses

which have become very common nowadays, most of

them being reported in the reference list.

3. Liquid crystals: brief history and fundamental

driving parameters

The history of liquid crystal begins at the end of the

19th century, with the first observations of the Austrian

biologist Reinizer [3] and the works of the German

physicist Lehmann [4] emphasising the birefringence of

some fluids, and the optical behaviour of phase

transitions of compounds such as para-azoxyanizol

(PAA), which exhibit birefringence variations related to

phase transitions (from solid to fluid), according to the

variation of temperature variations (figure 1).

Since that time, considerable attention has been paid

to this field, and the link between mechanical, optical,

and electrical behaviour studied extensively. Basically,

liquid crystal properties depend on the interaction of a

quadruple set of non-scalar quantities from different

physical origins, such as induced mechanical and/or

electrical stresses, and intrinsic dielectric anisotropy

and elastic restoring force [5]. Respective orientations

(figure 2) of these fundamental vectors determine both

the liquid crystal optical properties (wavelength depen-

dence, index modulation range, etc.) and its dynamics

(response time, steady states, etc.). For example, surface

interactions (local and strong with liquid crystal

encapsulation within polymer, or global and acting

along the bulk with twist formation in a uniform

structure) represented by the 4th order tensor s, are

at the origin of some varieties of optical behaviour and

response times.

Similarly the orientation, amplitude and time shapes

of the applied electric field, competing with elastic

(or anchoring) restoring forces, will directly affect the

response times. It is the variety of these interactions,

which is at the origin of the wide optical and dynamic

behaviour of liquid crystals, offering a huge choice of

effects, that we propose to present briefly and illustrate

by some representative examples of uses.

3.1. Mechanical stress and flow regime

Surface interactions impinge on both the dynamic

and optical properties of liquid crystals. In contrast to

pure crystals, behaviour at interfaces can be different

from in the bulk, thus generating a non-uniform

structure along the propagation axis, due to larger

coherence lengths than for pure crystals. In most

practical cases, surface forces are strong enough to

impose a well defined orientation to the director n.

They cause deformations of the director field n(r),

taking into account the elastic forces and the reorienta-

tion influence of the external electric field E, due to

dielectric anisotropy.

Elastic constants and flow regimes determine the

restoring torque that arises when the system is

perturbed from the equilibrium (by applying an electric

field, for instance). It is the balance between the elec-

tric torque (forcing molecule reorientation) and the

elastic restoring torque that determines the dynamic

characteristics. The competing influences on n can be

expressed by minimizing the free energy density, and

LC behaviour explained by the competing effect ofFigure 1. Molecular structure and phase transitions of PAA.

Figure 2. View of interacting quadruple set (E, n, s, k), the
liquid crystal dielectric anisotropy is represented by the
index ellipsoid (in the uni-axial case, the most commonly
found), n represents the director.
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dielectric polarization and elastic deformation on

this free energy. Static deformations, illustrated by

the distortion stress tensor s, express the work done

when molecules are displaced but each retains its initial

orientation. This tensor is not unique and depends

on boundary conditions, induced by various surface

interactions (e.g. surface anchoring for pure LC or

droplet confinement for PDLC) and successive liquid

crystal phases. As an illustration, we give the expression

of the distortion free energy density in the nematic case

for usual deformations (i.e. splay, twist and bend) [6]:

Fe~1=2K1 div nð Þ2
z1=2K2 n:curl nð Þ2

z1=2K3 n|curl nð Þ2
ð1Þ

where K1 is the splay constant (for div n|0), K2 the

twist constant for (necurl n|0) and K3 the bend

constant (for n6curl n|0).
In liquid crystals, another intrinsic characteristic

is the flow regime, e.g. viscosity tensor, temperature

dependence, etc. These flow regimes are more complex

than for pure isotropic liquids, and can be disturbed by

a change in alignment, for example by applying an

external electric field. From a theoretical view-point,

the coupling between orientation and flow is a very

delicate matter [7]. An illustration of this coupling may

be given in the case of twisted nematics (in the weak

twist assumption). Figure 3 displays how the liquid

crystal flow can be controlled by an electric field to

modulate the incoming light uniformly by appropriate

field orientations.

4. Pure liquid crystal mesophases

The first classification of LC mesophases was

proposed in 1920 by Friedel [9]. We only briefly des-

cribe here the most commonly used and commercially

available phases for which significant technical achieve-

ments have been proposed with pure liquid crystals, i.e.

nematic (N), twisted nematic (TN) and super-twist

(STN), smectic C* and A* (the * means that the

molecules are chiral), as well as composites, such as

polymer dispersed (PDLC) and polymer stabilized

(PSLC) liquid crystals. We mention other effects such

as bistable nematics, flexo-electricity, deformed helix

and anti-ferroelectricity, for which, up to now,

no significant achievements have been made in the

telecommunication domain, but could be selected

because of meeting some specific system requirements.

Among conventional mesophases, we focus on the

two main phases: nematics and smectics (figure 4). The

cholesteric phase is illustrated by the twisted nematics,

stressing a first distinction between uniform and twisted

structures. Another distinction results from the two

possible orientations of the director with respect to the

electric field and the limiting surfaces: the planar and

Figure 3. Cross-section of a nematic rotating wave plate [8].
Two distinct regions are observable: the central pupil
where the electric field is homogenous thanks to the star-
like electrodes, and inter-electrode regions where the
liquid crystal flow is free due to relaxed confinement
conditions and an inhomogeneous field control.

Figure 4. Main liquid crystal mesophases: (a) nematic, and homeotropic, (b) smectic A and (c) smectic C.
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homeotropic configurations (figure 5); the latter is

relevant only for smectic materials [10]. The planar

configuration is the most commonly used, in particular,

for display applications. s is reduced in this case to a

vector expressing the surface alignment strength.

4.1. Uniform nematic liquid crystal

Only the planar configuration is relevant in this case,

the hometropic configuration results in equivalent

electro-optical effects. The optical configuration is

given figure 5 (a). The electric field E, the tensor s

(reduced to surface anchoring) and the propagation

vector k are collinear, whereas n proceeds in the

incidence plane. Polarization is induced in this phase

by distortions (mechanical or electrical). The applica-

tion of an electric field E, due to a strong dielectric

anisotropy e, results in a dielectric coupling Ce

expressed by:

Ce~e0e n xEð Þ n:Eð Þ: ð2Þ
If ew0, Ce tends to align the director n in the field

direction, whereas if ev0, Ce tends to align it

perpendicular to E (figure 6). The optical axis rotation

itself induces an index change [11].

When the field is sufficient to overcome the elastic

restoring force, the molecules rotate to be collinear

with E (for a positive dielectric anisotropy). When the

electrical field is removed, the molecules relax. Assum-

ing the nematic is uni-axial, the birefringence modula-

tion (in small birefringence approximation) is then

expressed as:

Dn~ ne{noð Þ cos2 h ð3Þ
where ne is the extraordinary index, no the ordinary and

h the angle between the optical axis (here the director n)

and the light propagation direction. In such a

configuration the value of the effective index is a

function of z and the birefringence defined as:

1
�
n2 zð Þ~ cos2 h zð Þ

n2
e

z
sin2 h zð Þ

n2
o

Dn~
1

d

ðd
0

n zð Þdz{n0:

ð4Þ

The response time is proportional to the LC visco-

sity and inversely proportional to the dielectric

anisotropy and the square of the electric field. The

major limitation is the intrinsic material elastic relaxa-

tion. Typical values of 10–100 ms for thickness d~5 mm
are obtained.

The nematic phase has been extensively used because

it is easy to manufacture and reliable. A large number

of applications have been proposed in the telecommu-

nication domain, including waveguides [12], LPG [13],

switches [14], polarization shifters [15], polarization

controller [16] and Fabry–Perot tuneable filters [17]).

Some illustrations are given and discussed in § 7.

The intrinsic absorption of nematics is about
2 dB cm21. This can be a limitation for some waveguide

implementations.

Figure 5. Liquid crystal alignment configurations: (a) nematics in planar and homeotropic, (b) smectics respectively in the
homeotropic (Eh) and (c) planar (Ep) configurations.

Figure 6. Action of the electric field: (a) positive dielectric
anisotropy, (b) negative dielectric anisotropy.
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4.2. The cholesteric phase

The helical arrangement is a characteristic of this

phase, where the director n(r) varies in space according

to the law:

nx~ cos h

ny~ sin h

nz~0

h~qozzconst:

ð5Þ

where z is the helical axis and L the helix period equals

one-half of the pitch (L~p/|q0|). This structure is easily

obtained in thin slabs (thickness d in the 100 mm range

or less) provided that boundary conditions on both

sides of the slab are tangential. Similar effects can be

obtained with nematics using a perpendicular surface

rubbing (see next section).

4.3. Twisted nematic (TN)

In contrast to the uniform case, the glass plates are

rubbed following non-parallel orientations (generally

perpendicular), thereby inducing a twist as shown in

figure 7 (b). This is a good illustration of the anchoring

force effect along the bulk. When no field is applied to

unwind the twist, the material exhibits intrinsic optical

activity for polarized light normal to the electrodes,

function of Dnd. Assuming the material is divided into

incremental slices orthogonal to z [18], when the tilt

angle h is a smoothly varying function of z and voltage

V, with even symmetry at the midpoint (z~d/2), it is

approximated by a mean value only as a function of V.

Similarly, if the twist angle is assumed to vary smoothly

with odd symmetry at the mid-point, it can be

approximated by w~pz/d and the material can be

seen as a combination of optical activity and linear

birefringence expressed by following Jones matrix M:

M~R wð Þ
cosX{i C sinX

2X
w sinX

X

{w sinX
X

cosXzi C sinX
2X

 !
ð6Þ

where R(w) is the rotation matrix; C the phase

retardation in the absence of twist, and X are given by:

C~2pd ne{n0ð Þ=l and X~ w2
z

C

2

� �1
2

: ð7Þ

In the reflection mode the optical activity is

compensated. However, the unwound matrix is difficult

to express because it is a function of the voltage.

Compared with the uniform case, TNs have larger

modulation ranges with respect to the applied voltage,
resulting in a better control of the birefringence

modulation and a lower sensitivity to thickness

variation. In addition, the helix structure has interesting

properties (see § 7). Response times are comparable to

the uniform case [19]. Extensively used in displays, their

main uses in telecommunications concern switching

applications [20] for which they provide wide phase

modulation ranges.

Observation that electro-optic curves of TN devices

were not steep enough to promote multiplexing led

Scheffer to develop the first STN display, with higher
contrast and modulation range, lower power consump-

tion (due to a smaller switching voltage) than TN but

with slower response times (200 ms).

4.4. Bistable nematic and twisted nematic

This is an illustration of strong anchoring effects on

LC behaviour [21]. Bistability is due to a mismatch in

the nematic natural pitch and cell alignment conditions,

for a given thickness. This mismatch is deliberately

increased to produce alignment bistability [22]. The

resulting advantages are the improved switching speed
(due to strong anchoring) [23] and two intrinsic steady

states which can be useful for implementing some

WDM functions (slowly reconfigurable routers). They

are, however, more difficult to manufacture than N or

TN materials.

4.5. Smectic phases

From a structural view point, smectics are layered

structures with a well defined interlayer spacing. They

are more ordered and rigid than nematics and less easy
to perturb. In contrast to nematics, for which only

orientation order exists, they exhibit positional and

orientational orders (figure 4), due to the layer structure

[24]. There are three main smectic types [6]: smectic A

(SmA), smectic C (SmC), and hexatic smectic. We focus

here on the more often used SmC* (* means the
Figure 7. A p twisted nematic, as it is used in display (a) in

the transmissive state (b) in the blocking state.
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molecules are chiral) and SmA. Two configurations

must be considered with respect to layer orientation:

the planar and homeotropic (figure 5). The natural

trend of smectics is to align their layers normal to the

limiting surface (i.e. the planar configuration). In the

homeotropic case, a layer orientation parallel to the

surface is obtained using surfactants such as silane [25].

Lowering the temperature causes the molecules to tilt

at an angle h with respect to the layer normal, forming

the SmC phase, the most ordered and least symmetric

phase. These two modes exhibit different physical

properties that we now describe.

4.5.1. SmA electroclinic mode (soft mode)

In this case, it is easy to show that necurl n~0,

stressing that no twist formation is possible. In

addition, a tilt angle h and a polarization P are

induced when an electric field is applied parallel to the

layers, figure 8 (a). This electroclinic mode results from

the coupling between h and P and between P and E in

the phenomenological Landau free energy expansion

[26]. In contrast to the nematic case, the coupling

depends on the electric field polarization and a steady

state is obtained for V~P~0, figure 8 (a). In the low

field regime, this coupling is a linear function and P is

given by:

V~n|oz with h~ Vj j
P~nV~nm Tð ÞE

ð8Þ

where m(T) and n are phenomenological coefficients.

The response time is temperature-dependent and its

dynamics follow a Lorentzian relaxation law. Typical

values, between a few ms and a few 100 ns, gives this

mode the fastest liquid crystal electro-optic effect [27].

However, a trade-off has to be found between the speed

and the modulation range, related to the tilt angle

amplitude [28]. This material exhibits tilt angles as large

as z25‡ but not at submicrosecond speeds. In the

homeotropic configuration the material is isotropic in

the absence of on electric field, see figure 10 ( f ), later.

The main technical limitation of this mode is the field

applied perpendicular to the propagation axis which

limits its use in displays, but it is well suited for

waveguides (see illustration in § 6). Low absorption

loss, better than in nematics, makes this material a

good candidate for such functions. Other applications

include rotating fractional wave-plates [29], Fabry–

Perot tuneable filters [30] have been proposed.

4.5.2. SmC* ferroelectric mode (Goldstone mode)

We focus on the SmC*, for which a spontaneous

polarization Ps can be observed [24]. Two parameters

are needed to describe this mode: Ps and n, which is a

function of the tilt angle h and the azimuth angle Q

(figure 8). However, in this phase in order to observe

a macroscopic spontaneous polarization Ps, we must

prevent the formation of a natural helix along z. This is

done, for example, by using surface stabilization

techniques [31] (confinement within a thin cell), which

provide another example of strong surface interactions.

In this case, due to strong anchoring, only two

positions on the smectic cone are possible for Ps, and

therefore the orientation of n depends only on the

direction (i.e. the sign) of the electric field E

(figure 8(b)). In this case, E, s and k are collinear

with n perpendicular. Two phases must be distin-

guished: the ferroelectric and anti-ferroelectric liquid

crystal (FLC, AFLC) [25].

4.5.2.1. Ferroelectric SmC*. In this case the only
degree of freedom is the azimuth angle Q. The elec-

tro-optic effect is the rotation of the smectic cone

driven by coupling between the polarization and

external electric field. The coupling energy is

Figure 8. Smectic phases: (a) electroclinic SmA, (b) SmC*.
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F~2P.E and an applied field results in an energy

variation 2EdP from which is derived the expression

for ferroelectric coupling:

C~{
LF
Lw

� �
~PoE sin w: ð9Þ

Similarly, as in § 4.5.1, this electro-optic effect depends

on the field polarization. Furthermore, ferroelectric

coupling is generally greater than dielectric coupling.

This point is at the basis of the fast response time, given

by:

t~cQ=PsE ð10Þ
where cQ is the smectic phase rotational viscosity.

Typical switching times of 10–100 ms are obtained with

commercially available materials. This response time is

proportional to the rotational viscosity and inversely

proportional to the electric field, in contrast to the

square relationship for nematics. This results in

different electric addressing schemes [32]. In particular

d.c. fields must be avoided. Another interesting

property is the intrinsic bistability which is, however,

difficult to control in practice [33]. Numerous applica-

tions have been proposed using FLC materials [34],

most concern switching applications [35–37], but

include polarization control [38] and waveguides [39].

4.5.2.2. Anti-ferroelectric SmC and the flexoelectric

effect. In this case, for two adjacent layers, V and P

are in opposite directions which results in a macro-

scopic cancellation of both vectors [40]. Therefore, in

conventional uses three different states are accessible:

a steady state (AFLC) without field and with field,

and two stabilized FLC states depending on the field

polarization. Switching times are basically the same

as those of a FLC, although relaxation times are

slower (about 1 ms).
Other less conventional effects can be found in

the literature. Analogue modulation, obtained by a

deformed helix ferroelectric liquid crystal [41] or

flexoelectricity [42] has been extensively investigated.

Flexoelectricity is similar to piezoelectricity in solids;

deformation of the LC at the surface generates a

polarization which interacts with the electric field [25],

resulting in an additional term (FF) in the distortion

free energy relation (1). This is obtained by mechanical

forces, an electric field or both (see figure 9):

FF~{e1 ndiv nð Þ:E{e3 n|cur lnð Þ:E ð11Þ
where e1 and e3 are the flexoelectric coefficients. This

results in the observation of a macroscopic polariza-

tion. Illustrations of such an interaction are given in

figure 9 for weak and opposite anchorings.

Flexoelectricity is important in switching and for a

full understanding of induced bistability [43]; however,

effects on polarization are in general small (compared

with others addressed in this paper), and to our

knowledge there are no significant uses in telecommu-

nications. Similarly, the twisted configuration has been

investigated with SmC materials [44]. Light is guided in

a way similar to that in a twisted nematic; however, a

uniform helix is difficult to obtain when operating with

a large cell thickness [45], due to the layer structure

which trends to align uniformly in the bulk, making the

device less attractive than twisted nematics (again there

is no significant application in telecommunications to

our knowledge).

4.6. Pure liquid crystal summary

Nematic liquid crystals are appropriate for applica-

tions when a large phase modulation depth is required

(2p or greater). They are easy to manufacture, but

exhibit low switching times (a few 10 ms). Although

new mixtures (e.g. phenyltolane) exhibit high birefrin-

gence and faster switching responses (a few ms) they

do not operate at room temperature [46]. The issue of

the temperature dependence is addressed in § 6. With

nematics, the reorientation torque is dielectric, whereas

with smectics it is due to the electric field polarization

coupling. Therefore, smectic materials have good

switching times (a few 10 ms), but are more fragile

and difficult to manufacture (due to alignment

constraints). Typical defects such as chevrons, splay,

Figure 9. Flexoelectric behaviour: (a) under field E and for weak anchoring, the directors are bent; (b) the director rotates with
respect to a perpendicular axis to the cell (torsion) when E is applied [43].
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etc. are commonly observed with SmC* materials [47],

limiting the optical properties. In contrast, SmA

materials have no such limitations and exhibit very

fast switching times (a few ms and less); in standard mix-

tures, however, they have a limited modulation range,

although new advances, including use of the syloxane

chain, have significantly improved this feature [28].

Finally, all liquid crystals require a d.c. balanced

drive to prevent damage due to impurities. Because

nematics do not respond to the polarity of the applied

electric field (positive and negative voltages result in

the same optical modulation), an a.c. field can be used,

provided a higher frequency than the relaxing fre-

quency is applied. SmC* materials, which respond to

the electric field polarization, requires more sophisti-

cated electrical drive schemes or alignment strengths

to become transparent. This issue will be addressed in

more detail in § 6 when dealing with optical transpar-

ency. The most commonly used phases and configura-

tions are depicted in figure 10, which illustrates the

different variety of effects and uses, for various

fundamental quadruple set configurations.

A method of providing better control of liquid

crystal dynamics and robustness is to include a polymer

chain in the LC molecule, to prevent defect formation

and improve the robustness. This has given rise to new

optical effects that are described in the next section.

Liquid crystals exhibit non-linear also effects [48],

such as wave mixing, second harmonic generation, etc.

Compared with other organic materials these effects

are weaker (due to small second order susceptibility

coefficients). However, methyl red doped nematic LCs,

and azobenzene LC-doped NLCs have recently been

shown to yield non-linear coefficients with orders of

magnitude larger than existing materials, and with a

response time of a few milliseconds [49]. Nevertheless,

we have decided to focus on linear effects, for which

liquid crystals are well known to be of greater

advantage.

5. Composite liquid crystal materials

Since the pioneering works of Doane [50] and

Fergason [51], considerable attention has been

paid to LC–polymer mixtures, in particular for

Figure 10. Various quadruple set and LC phases: (a) planar and homeotropic nematic, (b) planar nematic, (c) twisted nematic,
(d) planar SmC, (e) planar SmA, ( f ) homeotropic SmA, (g) planar SmA, (h) homeotropic SmC.
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telecommunications applications. Polymers are added

to increase the inherent mechanical strength and/or

enhance certain electro-optic properties. Two types of

liquid crystal composite mixtures have been designated

as polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs) and

polymer stabilized liquid crystals (PSLCs) [52].

PDLCs are characterized by a large percentage of

polymer or polymer network (usually w10%) which

disperses the liquid crystal into droplets [53]. The

properties of such a system are governed largely by

surface interactions between the polymer and liquid

crystal, and they behave quite differently from pure

liquid crystals. PSLCs, on the other hand, have a

relatively small amount of polymer (v10%), which is

primarily used for stabilization. In these systems the

electro-optic behaviour of the LC is not influenced

significantly, whereas the mechanical strength is

increased dramatically. Most of the PSLC and PDLC

systems studied involve nematic or cholesteric liquid

crystals, and despite their versatility and potential

applications, their usefulness is limited by their

relatively slow response times.

5.1. Polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC)

The PDLC device comprises a suspension of liquid

crystal droplets (generally nematic [50], but possibly

chiral [54]) in a host medium (generally a polymer).

Liquid crystal director axes within a droplet are

determined by the polymer–LC interaction at droplet

boundaries (strong anchoring condition) and vary

nearly randomly from droplet to droplet in the absence

of an applied field. The index mismatch between LC

and polymer results in scattering (figure 11) with a

constant phase delay. Because the cell thickness is much

larger than the droplet size the incident light is scattered

many times before emerging from the cell. The degree

of scattering and phase delay depend on the size,

birefringence and concentration of the droplets.

By controlling the refractive index difference dn
between liquid crystal droplets and the host polymer,

the PDLC state can vary continuously from opaque

to transparent. It is then possible to modulate light by

selecting the non-scattered light that passes through the

PDLC. When an electric field is applied, LC molecules

align along the electric field direction and the material

becomes transparent. Liquid crystals with a negative

dielectric anisotropy, in homeotropic configuration [51],

can also be used. The LC droplets are then aligned

parallel to the beam propagation axis in the off-state

(no applied voltage), leading to transparency which can

be of practical use in some applications. In most

PDLCs with micrometer size particles, with a small

index discontinuity (dnvv1) and a droplet size

comparable to the wavelength, the scattering cross-

section is given, according to Mie scattering theory, by:

s~2pw2 ð12Þ
and the attenuation related to the scattering cross-

section by:

I zð Þ~I 0ð Þ exp {sNzð Þ ð13Þ
where N is the droplet number per unit volume, w the

droplet diameter (assuming a spherical geometry) and z

Figure 11. LC droplets are dispersed in a polymer with matching refractive index. (a) Scattering occurs in the off-field state
(V~0) when the liquid crystal molecules are not fully aligned in the droplets. (b) LC molecules aligned by applied fied with
reduced scattering.
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the propagation axis. This relation gives the physical

parameters determining the attenuation range. Then

for a given droplet size, the higher the liquid crystal

concentration (more scatters per unit volume) the better

the attenuation dynamics, and the lower the threshold

voltage (the concentration is limited only by the LC

solubility). Nevertheless, the droplet size must be

optimized during the manufacturing process to provide

a trade-off between attenuation and low PDL values.

The birefringence is fixed by the host polymer to LC

compatibility (typical Dn~0.01) and the response time

is a reverse function of the droplet size (for 1 to 0.5 mm,

responses of a few ms are observed), depending, of

course, on the liquid crystal. In contrast to pure liquid

crystal, there is no intrinsic wavelength dependence

(in the C band, the device can be considered as fully

achromatic). In addition when used on-axis (light

propagating parallel to the applied field), the polariza-

tion is inversely proportional to the droplet size (with

respect to the wavelength), concentration and biref-

ringence, making the material fully polarization

insensitive.

PDLCs have other advantages over pure liquid

crystals. Being plastic materials, they need neither

polarizer nor surface alignment, unlike liquid crystals.

Nevertheless, they keep the same properties of field-

induced reorientation of the LC molecules embedded in

the polymer matrix. Therefore it is possible to switch

the material between two different optical states

corresponding to different droplet orientations in the

bulk. This gives rise to various applications in tele-

communications, mainly to provide low cost high

dynamic range variable optical attenuators [56, 57] or

dynamic spectral equalizers, when combined with

demultiplexing optics [58]. Another interesting capa-

bility appears when decreasing the droplet size.

PDLC scattering, being a broad angle phenomenon,

must be taken into account in some applications so

that undesirable effects such as chromatic dispersion

(due to multiple path interferences) and back scattering

affecting the extinction ratio can be avoided. Of course

the optical set-up is also important. For instance, in

conventional 4-f imaging systems, a limited amount of

back-scattered light is collected by the imaging optics

[58]. Moreover, light scattered at wide angles is not

coupled back into the output fibre due to its narrow

numerical aperture. In practice, this avoids multiple

paths, but possible penalty can result from the

attenuation of dynamic range and return loss. How-

ever, the directivity and the ratio of back to forward

scattering can be engineered by adjusting the scatter

size and the liquid crystal birefringence, providing a

free parameter to bypass this issue [53].

5.2. Nano-PDLC and holographic-PDLC

In the presence of nano-size droplets, transmission is

no longer affected when the optical density changes

with local droplet density. In this way, for a spatially

uniform distribution of droplets, a spatially uniform

change in the optical density is obtained with an

applied field. Although all liquid crystals can be used,

the nematic is preferred because its refractive index

varies greatly with orientation change. Various mor-

phologies, obtained by changing size and spatial

distribution of the liquid crystal droplets in the

polymeric matrix, result in interesting optical effects

[52]. For example, a stretched PDLC incorporating

uniformly oriented elliptical nematic droplets may serve

as a scattering polarizer. However, the most success-

fully used morphology in telecommunications is the

holographic-PDLC (H-PDLC).

5.2.1. The nano-PDLC principle

LC droplets with diameters v150 nm, with respect to

telecommunication wavelengths, exhibit faster responses

than bulk liquid crystal, and their transmission loss is

smaller because they do not function as a scattering

medium [59]. The fast response time is related to strong

surface anchoring, causing restoring strengths that

speed up the LC relaxation time. In contrast, the

electro-optic forces needed to switch LC droplets are

consequently much higher. As shown in figure 12,

without an electric field droplets are randomly oriented.

With an applied field along z, LC directors align

parallel to E, causing the index along z to increase,

whereas nx and ny decrease. For a propagation vector k

parallel to E, incident light encounters an index

variation and the device acts as a pure polarization-

insensitive variable phase retarder, whereas birefrin-

gence is generated in the yz-plane. Various operations

can be achieved by changing the respective orientations

of k and E [60]. When E and k are collinear, it is

possible to estimate the fraction of LC molecules

aligned to the field. Let us denote xlc as the weight

fraction of LC in the cell and xal as the fraction of LC

molecules aligned to E; it is possible to express the

average index as a function of the applied voltage by

the following phenomenological expression [59]:

�nn Eð Þ~xLCxal Eð Þn0zxLC 1{xal Eð Þ½ ��nnLCzxpolnpol ð14Þ
where npol is the polymer refractive index and nLC the

average index of the randomly oriented LC droplets

given by:

�nnLC~
2n2

ozn2
e

3

� �1=2

: ð15Þ

The average refraction index (for normally incident
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light) of the nano-PDLC cell then changes with respect

to the voltage by an amount:

D�nntot Eð Þ~xLCxal Eð Þ �nnLC{n0ð Þ: ð16Þ

Material investigations have shown that index

modulation, for high UV power conditions, as a

function of E, is given for the weak electrical field

approximation by [61]:

Dn~aE2 ð17Þ
where E is in V mm21 and a is a constant of

proportionality depending on the size and density of

LC droplets (typically between 1025 and 261024 for

ne~1.72 and no~1.5 [61]).

For E and k perpendicular, the material becomes

birefringent and the ordinary and extraordinary

refractive indices are given by:

�NN0~x�nnoz 1{xð Þnpolymer and

�NNe~x�nnez 1{xð Þnpolymer:
ð18Þ

In the absence of an electric field, the index is the

same as in the first case and is given by equation (10).

We notice from equation (11) that a high voltage is

required to switch the director (e.g. 30 V mm21). This

value is limited by the dielectric breakdown voltage.

Several attempts to reduce voltages have been

suggested, for example, by adding plasticizers [62].

More generally, a decrease in droplet diameter reduces

the response time but requires higher voltages to

compensate the increase in surface boundaries. An

increase in droplet diameter decreases voltages, but

reduces the speed and introduces losses by scattering.

This is the common trade-off of such materials. If

nano-PDLC is polarization-independent and exhibits

faster response times it requires high voltage values

which can limit its use in practice. Steady state

switching can occur with ferroelectric PDLC when

the droplet size is sufficiently small [63].

Various applications have been proposed using

such materials, to implement FP filter arrays [61]

(see § 7.6.2.), polarization controllers [64], planar

waveguides [65], or Mach–Zehnder couplers, by repla-

cing a portion of the waveguide with a nano-PDLC

path in one arm or in the cladding. Due to the high

voltages, smart addressing, such as for silicon back-

plane spatial modulators, is difficult to provide. Hence

attention has been paid to the fabrication of various

shapes and morphologies for nano-PDLCs, and in

particular to permanent gratings recorded in the bulk.

This technology is based on a new family of composite

electro-optic materials called holographic polymer

dispersed liquid crystals (H-PDLCs) [66] and electro-

nically switchable Bragg gratings (ESBGs) [67]. Such a

nano-PDLC configuration has become one of their

main applications, in particular for telecommunication

uses [66].

5.2.2. The holographic PDLC principle

A homogenous monomer/liquid crystal mixture

containing an appropriate photoinitiator is exposed

to coherent light to produce an interference pattern

inside the material. As the system cures, liquid crystal

separates as a distinct phase in the dark fringes of the

optical interference pattern. A volume grating is created

that consists of periodic PDLC separated by solid

polymer [66]. If the film is subject to an electric field,

LC molecules reorient with the field (as described in

the previous section), changing the optical properties of

the hologram. An applied a.c. voltage orients the LC

director such that its refractive index matches that of

the polymer. The periodic structure vanishes with

the electric field, resulting in 0th order diffraction,

figure 13 (a). Under these conditions a H-PDLC is

generally referred to as an electronically switchable

Bragg grating (ESBG) [67]. Two main configurations

are used: free-space and waveguide. In the first, both

transmission and reflection holograms have been

exploited, as well as complex elements such as multi-

plexed holograms. The device behaves as a thick

hologram grating, the characteristics of which are

given by Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory. Polarization

dependence and switching response mechanisms have

been recently clarified, in the case of un-slanted and

un-curved H-PDLC gratings [68] and an extension to

Figure 12. Birefringence and index modulation with nano-PDLC.
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subwavelength gratings using H-PDLC has been

proposed.

Slanted gratings are preferred for controlling the

direction of a diffracted beam, figure 13 (b). In a H-

PDLC, a slanted grating has various advantages, such

as allowing the modulation depth of the grating to be

controlled by an electric field when using either planar

or homeotropic aligned liquid crystals. This is because

the slant provides electric field components in directions

both tangential and perpendicular to the grating vector

L. In particular, for the reflection grating the LC

domain symmetry axis is oriented along the grating

vector and can be switched to a direction perpendicular

to the film plane by a longitudinally applied field. This

is the typical geometry for switching the maximum

diffraction efficiency of a slanted reflection grating.

To obtain high diffraction efficiency and a narrow

reflection band it is necessary to optimize the inter-

ference pattern regularity of the curing UV radiation to

avoid variations in the polymer thickness, as well as

obtaining a uniform droplet distribution without

broadening the spatial and spectral selectivity. Various

techniques have been used to improve these features

based, for example, on electromagnetic curing of the

LC–monomer mixture [69] or using colloid-templated

composites [70]. The addition of surfactants (such as

octanoic acids) lowers the switching voltage and im-

proves the diffraction efficiency. This use, combined

with a reduction in droplet size, has also been shown to

improve switching times (typical values of a few 10 ms

have been measured [71]). The surfactant is believed to

improve switching voltages by reducing the anchoring

forces at the interface between liquid crystal and cured

polymer. Various applications have been proposed,

including switchable deflectors [72], reflective semitran-

sparent Bragg mirrors, and switchable wavelength

filters [73].

Another possible use of ESBGs is their incorporation

it into an optical waveguide structure such as the

grating, interacting with the mode field outside the

waveguide core. An illustration of this principle is

depicted in figure 14. In this configuration the wave-

guide substrate forms one wall of the cell enclosing the

nano-PDLC. To exploit LC electro-optic properties,

electrodes are deposited onto the walls of the wave-

guide cell. In use, under an applied voltage, the

refractive index of the micro-droplets is reduced,

effectively erasing the grating and letting all the light

through. With no applied voltage, the grating diffracts

Figure 13. H-PDLC: (a) transmission case, (b) slanted grating.

Figure 14. Evanescently coupled electronically switchable
Bragg gratings.
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light at a specific wavelength out of the waveguide (see

principle in § 7.6.1). The advantage of using nano-

PDLC instead of pure LC is to avoid polarization

dependence due to director-privileged orientations.

Various applications and industrial developments

of this technique have been successfully carried out

in telecommunications [73], such as variable optical

attenuators and wavelength selective filters [67], as well

as a planar waveguide Mach–Zehnder 262 selective

switch [66]. Due to the use of nano-PDLC, ESBG-

based devices have good switching speeds (v100 ms),

reduced polarization dependence (when an appropriate

electrode pattern is implemented) and low power

consumption.

5.3. Polymer stabilized liquid crystal (PSLC)

The voltage problem of nano-PDLCs or ESBGs

(without losing the advantage of strong anchoring) can

be bypassed by considering PSLCs which belong to the

anisotropic gel family [74], a different system in which

liquid crystal alignment is promoted or stabilized by

the polymer. They have the same organising property

but with lower voltage values [75], due to a relaxed

anchoring. Within a PSLC, the LC is stabilized and

not encapsulated (figure 15), offering the fundamental

advantage of enabling a combination with various

liquid crystals, such as a FLC or AFLC [76], which are

likely candidates for improving response times up

to few orders of magnitude faster than the nematics

preferred for their wide phase modulation range.

Another advantage of PSLCs is their resistance to

mechanical shock, without sacrificing the dynamic

properties and behaviours of the liquid crystals they

stabilize. Thanks to polymer interaction, the tempera-

ture range of the compound, its mechanical properties

and switching time are improved [77] and the polymer

network prevents the formation of defects. Hence they

have been used to improve stability, robustness to

shocks and prevention of defects in smectic materials

(particularly FLCs and AFLCs), without sacrificing

their interesting fast response times.

Another advantage to PSLCs is their extension to

chiral LC and cholesteric gels which has opened up a

large variety of new electro-optic effects, such as strong

optical activity [78] (see § 7.3), as well as the possibility

of aligning flexoelectric and FLC films by shearing or

stretching, which provides linear bistable and multi-

stable effects with switching times down to 20 ms. The

response time can be reduced by optimizing the phase

separation process.
The application of anisotropic gels to telecommuni-

cations is at a very early stage. Up to now they have

been mainly used for display applications, such as

colour reflective displays [79] (see § 7.3). Their under-

lying fundamental physics (involving complex relation-

ships between curing conditions, polymer network

morphology, interactions between LC and polymer

net-work) and their resulting electro-optic properties

are far from being fully understood on a quantitative

basis. However, they offer a huge potential for

applications by broadening the applicability of smectics

(already used in telecommunications) to PDLCs, pro-

viding new alignment mechanisms, and a myriad of

new structural linear and non-linear electro-optic effects

in FLC–organic composites. They constitute a full

research area. Thick liquid crystal films containing fine

polymers have been used, for example, in designing

microwave variable phase-shifters with a fast response

time [80]. As the liquid crystal alignment becomes

unstable in the thick LC film (essential for variable

phase shifters), a three-dimensional polymer network

is formed in a 100 mm thick LC film to stabilize it.

A variable phase-shifter, consisting of a micro-strip

transmission line, has been manufactured using the

polymer stabilized liquid crystal film as a dielectric

material. The device showed a phase shift of 80‡ at

20 GHz. Attenuation has also be obtained with a

PSLC, using the induced scattering effect [81], however,

Figure 15. Polymer–liquid crystal composites: (a) dispersed, (b) stabilized.
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the obtained dynamics remain small compared with

what can be achieved with conventional PDLCs.

5.4. Composite liquid crystal summary

Conventional PDLCs are well suited to provide

various types of variable attenuators with decisive

advantages, such as polarization and wavelength

independence; they provide various material mixings

and choices. In contrast, nano-PDLCs are nematic-

based. They provide isotropic index modulation but

require high voltage, a trade-off for their fast switching

speed. The difference between PDLC these forms is

related to the droplet size, with respect to the operating

wavelength, providing a continuous trade-off between

attenuation and phase modulation [59]. H-PDLCs

consist of more complex structures which directly

affect their response times and polarization dependence.

However, they provide a wide range of useful functions

for telecommunications, and can be seen as the first

attempt to engineer complex polymer–liquid crystal

patterns. This will be achieved by PSLCs which are at

their early stage of development and applications, and

will rapidly find uses in telecommunications due to their

robustness and wide range of liquid crystal to polymer

combination, shapes and morphologies.

6. Key requirements for telecommunications
applications

As with display or military applications, the tele-

communications environment imposes particular con-

straints, some considered as true kill-factors for the

applying technologies; most of these constraints are

now addressed.

6.1. Optical transparency

Various factors can affect optical transparency, e.g.

polarization, wavelength dependence, etc. From a

system view-point, this feature is commonly assessed

with bit error rate (BER) measurements, to guarantee

that there are no significant degradations of transmis-

sion performance. In the relaxed or steady states, LC

and LC composites are transparent materials. Even

if orientational director fluctuations or vibrational

absorption can occur (resulting mainly in light scatter-

ing), such phenomena can be neglected in practice and

do not affect transparency, in particular for thin film

materials [82]. In contrast, some switching or electrical

refreshing regimes can generate transient states or rein-

troduce time dependence, themselves depending on the

liquid crystal nature. As mentioned above, nematics

respond to the square of the electric field, whereas

smectics respond to the polarity. This makes a major

difference, because all liquid crystals require a d.c.

balanced drive to prevent damage due to impurities and

resulting ion formation. This is easy to achieve with

nematics because a.c. voltages can be used, as long as a

frequency higher than the relaxing frequency is applied

(typically kHz). However, this condition may be more

challenging with silicon backplane addressing. With

smectics it is not possible and, with some configurations

such as SSFLC, a long life time is obtained despite

every element spending half of the time in either state.

Therefore, the simplest way to achieve d.c. balancing is

to switch from one state to its inverse state successively.

This can be achieved in display because of the human

eye cutting frequency but is absolutely forbidden in

telecommunications because interruption of the trans-

mission will result in data loss (the penalty is

immediately visible in BER tests).

Three main techniques can be used: the first by

inducing strong anchoring, so that physical steady

states are obtained. This is difficult to achieve on a

silicon backplane and with large tilt angle SmC*

materials, due to manufacturing constraints, but has

been achieved successfully elsewhere with standard

mixtures [30]. The second technique uses a high

frequency a.c. field (w100 kHz) superimposed on the

switching pulses. This technique is also used to provide

electrical steady states [83], but is difficult to implement

on silicon backplane. The third technique, of the

software type, is the most appropriate to silicon

backplane addressing, in particular for implementing

beam steering. A first solution consists in scrolling the

optical pattern, generally a grating [84]. In one scrolling

step the pattern is translated one pixel width. In this

method of d.c. balancing, only a few pixels are switched

per scrolling step, so the optical link is kept transparent

during scrolling. The device is therefore continuously

refreshed. The penalty is a slight reduction of the

diffraction efficiency, underlining the need to obtain

steady states, not only to guarantee optical trans-

parency but also to reduce the power consumption.

This is the case for both FLC and AFLC materials, and

for PDLCs with very small droplets. The counterpart is

the loss of analogue behaviour due to the presence of

two switching states. Therefore, promising solutions are

expected with multi stable state PSLCs.

6.2. Losses

We now consider losses due to propagation into

materials (neglecting multiple reflections between edge

windows). They have, of course, various origins and

result from different phenomena (absorption, scatter-

ing, diffraction, etc.), and are dependent on the optical

configuration (thin cell or waveguide). Compared with

solids, LC intrinsic absorption and scattering are more
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significant, in particular for large cell thickness (a few

mm).

A good illustration of such loss (L) mechanisms is

given for a nematic cell of thickness d by [85]:

L~ 1{
n{1

nz1

� �2
" #

exp {adð Þ exp {VWdð Þ ð19Þ

where a is the absorption coefficient, V is the scattering

loss per unit volume and W the cross-section of the

incident beam. Strong absorption has several effects on

the modulation and electro-optical properties. As a

result, order parameter, viscosity, elastic constant and

dielectric anisotropy of the LC are modified. In the case

of non-linear effects, the absorption-induced thermal

lensing effect can compete with the optical field-induced

molecular reorientation. Scattering has also to be

considered, for large cell thickness. However, in C

band, both scattering and absorption are decreasing:

scattering as l24, and absorption is far off resonances

(V is about 6.461022 cm23, in the visible range).

Scattering decreases as the temperature increases.

Typical absorptions of 20 dB cm21 are observed with

standard nematics, about 2 dB cm21 with smectics

and 10 dB cm21 with nano-PDLCs (for comparison

0.1 dB cm21 is obtained with organic materials such as

polyimide acrylate). In this case, losses mainly due to

scattering are related to the droplet size. Of course, in

most conventional free-space uses (e.g. thin cells or

even thick holograms of a few 10 mm) absorption can be

neglected, the device being used as a thin film; such a

loss becomes more relevant and can be a real source of

limitation for waveguides when the liquid crystal is used

as the waveguide core [86] (see § 7.6).

6.3. Polarization dependence and polarization mode

dispersion (PMD)

Liquid crystals, being anisotropic, act on the

polarization. Since the output polarizations of optical

transmission systems are unknown and uncontrolled,

any LC device must be polarization-insensitive. A good

illustration of the effect of this parameter is given by

the peak intensity fluctuation of LC Fabry–Perot filters

(FPFs), when the polarization input changes [14].

Therefore, except for particular configurations (see

§ 7.1 and 7.4), polarization diversity systems (PDSs) are

generally required, making the system more complex

and with possible resulting polarization mode disper-

sion (PMD). PMD results from the fact that the

propagation constants for two eigen-modes become

distinct during propagation, for example when circular

symmetry of a fibre core is broken by stress or

geometrically induced birefringence, or when different

path lengths are generated. It is a major impairment for

multi-gigabit systems deployment and its effect on

direct detection systems through pulse spreading and

depolarization causes severe performance degradations.

A conventional PDS combines calcite prisms (or

polarized beam splitters) with fixed quarter- or half-

wave plates. The principle consists in splitting the input

beam (with an incoming unknown polarization) into

two orthogonal polarized beams as shown in figure 16,

using a calcite prism (a material with linear anisotropy

and exhibiting one of the largest split angles). One

polarization is then rotated by 90‡ by a half-wave plate.

As a result, the two beams pass trough the LC element

with a controlled polarization and are recombined

using the reverse principle. When the beams are

recombined no interferences occur because they are

orthogonally polarized (this means that perfect half-

wave plates must be used).

The PDS situations depicted in figures 13 (a) and

13 (b) are, however, not equivalent with respect to

PMD. Different optical paths are generated, due to the

double pass into l/2 in case (a) (in the absence of a

compensating plate on the other arm), whereas in case

(b) the paths have strictly the same length. Optical path

balance is a critical PDS issue in preventing PMD.

In most cases, PDS is a single input beam splitter

(doubling the optical system) with a recombiner at the

output, either for an elementary device such as a FPF

[14] or for a more complex architecture (see, for

example, [87]). But the PDS can also be merged within

the optical function itself. A good illustration of this

principle has been given with the implementations of

2D switches using polarization shifters [87] implement-

ing various networks schemes [12] such as Banyan or

Benès networks. Similarly, the constraint of path

Figure 16. PDS using calcite prisms and half-wave plates: (a) used in reflection, (b) used in transmission.
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balance can be integrated in the network design [88].

Such a combination of fast polarization rotators and

calcite beam splitters has given rise to the concept

of optical slicerTM as the basis of a range of varied

functions [89].

6.4. Wavelength dependence and chromatic dispersion

Most applications involving liquid crystals exploit

their capabilities easily to modulate either the birefrin-

gence (e.g. to implement fractional wave plates), or the

refractive index (e.g. to implement phase elements),

both parameters that are wavelength-dependent. As

stressed by relation (6), fractional wave plates are

fundamentally wavelength dependent. In practice, this

dependence remains small over the C band and can be

neglected in most cases. However, for applications

where they are used to switch orthogonal polarization

states, or when polarization diversity systems are

required, it is necessary to control this parameter to

prevent crosstalk or PMD loss.

Except for FLCs, figures 10 (d) and 10 (h), exhibiting

steady states, this can be achieved with LCs by

adjusting the voltage to a given l, assuming only a

limited instantaneous bandwidth, e.g. a fraction of the

C band (the birefringence modulation being a contin-

uous function of the applied voltage). Wavelength

dependence also occurs when implementing pure phase

retardation (Q~2pnd/l), for a given propagation

distance d. Wavelength compensation is then achieved

by adjusting either d or n (as a function of the applied

voltage). Another chromatic dependence occurs when

using LCs to implement phase gratings. Because the

grating dispersion is more significant for large deviation

angles and high diffraction orders, the coupling of

grating beam steering functions with fixed location

outputs (e.g. a fibre array) can be used to implement

wavelength-dependent filters, benefiting from the fine

pixel tuning given by liquid crystal grating arrays

[90, 91]. An illustration is given in § 7.5 of how

wavelength dependence can be used to implement

wavelength selectors.

However, wavelength dependence results generally in

chromatic dispersion which is a kill factor for high data

rate transmission systems. This feature is, however,

rarely considered when dealing with LC devices. This

dependence is stressed by the presence of intensity

ripples, themselves often related to phase ripples due to

cavity effects. Such parasitic cavities, caused by inter-

face reflections in optical devices, induce sine-shaped

chromatic dispersion [92], making this phenomenon

critical. It is, of course, the case for typical Fabry–Perot

configurations, but the use of LC or LC composites

involves the need for glass substrates, transparent

electrodes, alignment layers, mirrors, etc., this requires

good index matching between these successive layers

and the LC refractive index, with accuracy better than

1022, to minimize the ripple and chromatic dispersion

which can result from the devices itself [53]. In most

realizations this point is insufficiently addressed and

considered.

6.5. Response time

Response times are as varied as liquid crystals

themselves, therefore appropriate mixtures can be

chosen to control this parameter. Choice of material

offers, at room temperature, a range from a few tens ms

to a few ms, covering what is generally required for

DWDM components, making them good candidates

for implementing reconfigurable cost effective func-

tions. From a physical view point, LC response time

depends on dielectric anisotropy and improves as its

viscosity to elasticity ratio becomes smaller and

temperature increases. However, modifying such para-

meters can affect other characteristics, and is rarely

used. In contrast, two properties can improve the

switching times: the electric field and the mechanical

stress or anchoring forces. A good illustration is given

by dual frequency addressing which is a technique

devised long ago to improve the response time of some

LC displays [93]. At a frequency fc called the crossover

frequency, the dielectric anisotropy, De~eI2e\,

changes its sign for some mixtures [93]. Therefore,

one can electrically alter the optical behaviour of the

LC by selecting the driving voltage frequency. In

practice fcw1 MHz and its strong temperature depen-

dence limits its field of application, but it has to be

considered when operating over a wide temperature

range.

More generally, standard nematics are well known to

have slow response times (from a few tens to a few ms)

due to slow relaxation, and this value increases with

the cell thickness. However, for in-plane switching,

figure 10 (a), the speed depends upon relative orienta-

tions of the electric field with respect to the director.

Using star-like electrodes (see § 7.1), and for small

rotations of the optical axis, the speed is higher if the

initial field is pulsed and directed at a larger angle [88].

Another solution consists in increasing the restoring

forces (balancing the intrinsic relaxation). An illustra-

tion is given by nano-PDLCs, where anchoring forces

balance the relaxation but are offset by the need for

more energy to switch the molecules. The disadvan-

tage in both cases is a significant increase in applied

voltages. As described in § 5.2.2, the combination of

surfactants and a.c. switching voltages at high frequen-

cies can significantly reduce the switching voltages [62].
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Another solution consists in driving the liquid crystal

with particular electrical schemes. We should mention

here that a significant improvement of nematic response

times has been obtained using transient effects [94].

The response time of the transition between zero

applied voltage and the steady states is greatly reduced

when applying a large voltage pulse for short periods of

time, before applying the steady state voltage [95]. The

main reason for this improvement is the increase in the

torque couple applied to molecules during the transi-

tion. However, the complexity of LC hydrodynamics

makes it difficult to predict quantitatively the condi-

tions required to minimize the response time in the case

of spatial light modulators, for which interactions with

neighbouring electrodes play a significant role.

In contrast to nematics, smectics exhibit fast switch-

ing, three orders of magnitude greater than nematics;

SmA are the fastest liquid crystals, although a trade-off

has to be found, in this case between operating

temperature and tilt angle. The switching times of

standard (nematic) PDLCs are similar to nematics;

PSLCs reproduce the switching responses of their liquid

crystal component [96], making them very attractive

when using smectic materials, due to their fast response

times and better robustness.

6.6. Temperature dependence

The widely accepted reference for specifying environ-

mental behaviour of telecom devices is the Telcordia

1209–1221 recommendations which specify an operat-

ing temperature range of 25/z70‡C and a storage

range of 240/z85‡C. Liquid crystals are obviously

sensitive to temperature change: birefringence and

viscosity decrease with temperature increase, and

phase transitions appear on increasing the temperature,

therefore modifying the material structure. An illustra-

tion of such a relationship can be given with nematics.

Above the clearing temperature Tc nematics behave as

an isotropic liquid, below Tc the long axis tends to align

with neighbouring molecules to minimize the total

energy and the nematic phase is then observed. The

birefringence Dn varies with temperature T, and can be

expressed by the empirical approximation [11]:

Dn%g0
l2l�2

l2{l�2
exp { T{T0ð Þ=Tc½ � 1{

0:98T

Tc

� �0:22

ð20Þ

where l* is the LC resonance wavelength, T0 the room

temperature and g0 a normalization constant. This

indicates why it is necessary to control temperature to

maintain the optical and dynamic properties. Military

and automotive display applications have long required

the manufacture of LC mixtures with broad tempera-

ture ranges. For example, nematic ranges can extend

from about 220‡ to 100‡ [97] but with an effect on

transmission characteristics. However, a wide material

choice is nowadays available to solve this problem.

With composite liquid crystals, the issue is more

complicated and depends on the interaction between

LC and polymer matrix [97].

Some liquid crystal remains dissolved in the polymer

matrix acting as plasticizer, or some uncured polymer

precursors remain dissolved in the LC after polymer-

ization, modifying the temperature range and making

the combination more complicated. Generally, tem-

perature dependence is smoothed in PDLCs, but the

choice of wide temperature range nematics must be

made considering their compatibility with a host

polymer; in practice this reduces the combinations of

materials that can be mixed. Furthermore, in most

optical configurations external temperature regulation

systems can be accepted, when dealing, for example,

with complex functions such as switches, wavelength

selectors or dynamic equalizers.

It is also interesting to note that the usual environ-

mental operating temperatures for telecommunication

equipment is rarely room temperature, due to proximity

to high power sources and highly dissipating electro-

nics. Therefore, it can be a real benefit to select LCs

with higher operating temperatures (e.g. 40–50‡), then

heating them if needed when the overall system is

switched off, rather than cooling when the system

operates. This is probably another fundamental differ-

ence from requirements found in the display industry.

Typical examples of such strategies can be found in

high power VOA and dynamic gain equalizers using

liquid crystals.

6.7. Resistance to optical power

Modern optical communications based on the new

generation of optical amplifiers often operate with up to

25–30 dB m optical power. The behaviour of all passive

devices in the presence of such power, furthermore

often focused on small beam spot, can be a critical

issue. From this aspect, pure liquid crystals (i.e. without

impurities) have the advantage of strong resistance to

laser irradiation damage [98]. A first consequence is the

change in optical (birefringence) and dynamic (switch-

ing time) characteristics, because the LC temperature

increases with strong light input. The absorption is

converted to heat, with a subsequent warming of the

LC molecules. Particular attention has to be paid to the

residual absorption and the location of transparent

electrodes which are potential heat sources for the

material. The solution relies on temperature dissipation

and regulation (see § 6.6). Such an alteration of the

characteristics, due to temperature increase, is partially
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smoothed out when using PDLCs. The impact of

temperature change is less in case of scattering effects

than with pure index or birefringence modulation. This

is the reason why such materials are good candidates

for high power variable optical attenuators [57].

Another way to overcome this power dependence is

to increase the spot size of the input light beam; this

becomes particularly significant when using PDLCs due

to the increase in scattering centre numbers and then in

scattering behaviour.

6.8. Robustness and power consumption

Because they belong to the class of soft materials,

liquid crystals can be considered as less robust than

solids. However, because they can be engineered in

several ways, they can benefit from the robustness of

the system in which they are embedded (e.g. fibre,

wave-guide). The crucial point is irreversible damage

in their alignment. In this respect, nematics are more

robust than smectics (especially when anchoring is

critical such as with SSFLCs), whereas PDLCs are

extremely robust due to their polymer host. We recall

that the use of a polymer network has been a

motivation to make smectics more robust to shock

(see § 5.7). Low power consumption is another advan-

tage of LCs due to low voltage requirements and low

frequencies needed to switch them. Standard LCs

switch with a few Vmm21; composites with strong

anchoring constraints such as nano-PDLs and ESBCs

require higher voltages (a few 10 V mm21). In addition

when particular electrical schemes with high frequency

are required, the overall consumption increases and can

be a limitation for some uses in WDM; this is why

steady states have been investigated.

Nematics are monostable and an electric field must

be continuously applied to maintain the switched states.

With conventional nematic PDLCs (i.e. with positive

dielectric anisotropy) the transparent state is obtained

when an electric field is applied, which means electric

field must be maintained when the device does not

operate.

A solution consists in using nematics with negative

anisotropy (although reducing the choice of polymer/

LC mixtures). SSFLCs have the advantage of exhibit-

ing, under certain conditions, two steady states, as also

do nano-PDLCs for very small droplet sizes. Once

again, PSLCs seem to be the most promising solution

for their stabilizing effects.

6.9. Technology, manufacturing complexity and

reliability

Liquid crystal technology has been commercially

applied in LC displays for over 30 years, establishing a

proven track record for durability, reliability, perfor-

mance, and manufacturability. Its recent use in

telecommunications has shown that it can meet

industry standards for insertion loss, crosstalk, switch-

ing speed, path dependent loss, and PDL [99]. Because

no moving parts are needed LC performance is stable

with respect to temperature change, vibration, and

shock. Factors known to accelerate failure in LC

devices include UV exposure, high temperature,

humidity changes and electrical offsets. With good

design, material choice and reasonably controlled

exposures, lifetimes of 20 years are expected [100].

Mainly used in thin films, due to their relatively high

absorption, evanescent mode coupling in waveguides

has been demonstrated successfully. Their fabrication

processes are well established, making them the most

cost effective technology at present. Compared with

pure LCs, PDLCs do not require alignment layers and,

similar to PSLCs, various UV curing processes are

involved, which makes them more robust.

The combination of various LC compounds opens a

wide range of optical effects. In contrast to display

requirements, particular attention must to be paid to

index matching to avoid cavity effects resulting in

chromatic dispersion and PDL. Due to their low

voltages, most LCs and LC composites are compatible

with silicon backplane addressing, making them

appropriate for the silicon industry. LC and LC

composite characteristics are summarized in the table.

7. Liquid crystals and composites: some particular

uses and refinements

Because of the huge variety of effects and config-

urations of liquid crystals, their engineering remains

a very exciting and innovative field. We propose to

illustrate various aspects of this engineering, exploiting

different specific optical configurations or LC phases

which enable the user to meet the requirements imposed

by some basic telecommunication functions.

7.1. Variable and endless rotating wave plates

This provides the best example of liquid crystal

engineering, exploiting intrinsic structural LC proper-

ties (in particular the homeotropic configuration). All

types of LCs can be used: nematic [101], electroclinic

[102], ferroelectric [103] and nano-PDLC [62]. However,

smectics and nano-PDLCs are preferred due to switch-

ing times better than conventional nematics. This device

is used to provide arbitrary polarization transforms and

is critical in implementing optical PMD compensation

systems [8]. In free-space, there are three equivalent

ways to perform arbitrary polarization transforms. The

first uses three wave plates with variable electrically
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controllable birefringence and fixed optical axes [38];

the second method uses three wave plates with rotating

axes and fixed birefringence [16]; the third combines

two variable and rotating wave plates. We focus here

on the latter two methods, which provide endless

polarization tracking. The materials used are, respec-

tively, SmC* ferroelectric liquid crystal and SmA, both

in homeotropic configuration [102]. In the SmA phase

birefringence is induced by the electric field, while the

SmC* exhibits spontaneous birefringence.

In both cases, polar coupling between the material

and the in-plane electric field provides rotating wave

plates, with or without phase shift for, respectively,

smectic A and smectic C* materials (figure 17).

In a SmA phase, geometrical relations exist between

the index ellipsoid principal axis n and the electric

field E, whereas in a SmC* phase, h is constant and the

spontaneous polarization Ps is parallel to E. Therefore,

such material can be used to implement two different

wave plate types.

7.1.1. SmC* rotating fractional wave plates

Three wave plates are required (in sequence quarter,

half- and quarter-wave plates) with fixed birefringence,

whereas the principal axes can be rotated. A SmC* LC

is homeotropically aligned, figure 10 (d), and sand-

wiched between two glass substrates. In this phase,

molecules precess on the smectic cone, normal to the

electric field direction, figure 14 (a), with a fixed angle h
inclined parallel to the substrate. The principal axis

depends only on the direction of the applied field. In

order to rotate the electric field vector in a plane

parallel to the substrates, radial star-like electrodes are

etched on the glass substrate (figure 18). Because the

cell is thin, it is possible to etch the electrodes on the

glass substrate which facilitates complex designs.

Retardation is fixed and depends on the field direction,

the cell thickness and the birefringence value Dn.

Typical thickness of 20–4 mm in the C band are

needed, for quarter- and half-wave plates providing

phase shifts close to p. To obtain a large permeation

length of E within the liquid crystal and a homogenous

Table 1. LC and LC composite properties S1~loss (dB cm21), dependence: S2~polarisation, S3~temperature, S4~wavelength,
S5~response time (ms), S6~modulation range (phase-rd, amplitude-dB), S7~voltage (V mm21), S8~electrical power (W),
S9~robustness, S10~technical complexity (2weak,zgood).

Property

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8b S9 S10

Nematic 20 yes z z 50 p 1–2 0.5 2 yes
TN id. yes 2 2 50 2p 1 0.5 2 yes
STN id. yes 2 2 200 4p 1 0.5 2 yes
BN id. yes z z 1 vp 10 2.5 22 yes
SmC* 2 yes/no 2 z 0.1 p 5 2 22 yes
SmA 2 yes 222 z 0.01 vp 5 1 22 yes
PDLC 10a no zz 22 30 10240 dB 2 1 zzz no
Nano-PDLC 10a no zz 22 0.1 p 10–20 4 zzz no
Holo-PDLC 10a yes zz z 0.1 p 10–20 4 zz no
PSFLC 2 yes 2 z 0.1 2p 5 2 z yes

aDepends on concentration.
bWithout temperature regulation.

Figure 17. Liquid crystal is uniaxial crystal. Index ellipsoid in geometry of (a) SmC* and (b) SmA phases.
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response time, thick electrodes are used (figure 16);

typical values v100 ms for E~10 V mm21 at room

temperature are commonly observed [103].

The wave plate can also be used in reflection, with

the advantages of reduction in thickness and double

refraction cancellation. In contrast to nano-PDLCs or

nematics (used in the saturation regime), where

directors in the bulk are parallel to the glass under

an electric field [102], with smectics the directors make

an angle h to the normal which results in double

refraction under normal incidence. Double refraction

occurs in configurations where both director orienta-

tion and inclination are operating, see figures 10 (c) and

10 (d). Reflective devices enable us to bypass this

problem, but require the additional use of a circulator.

Another option involves the use of beam coupling into

an extended mode fibre (typically 40 mm) [104].

7.1.2. SmA variable and rotating wave plates

As with nematics, the variable and rotating wave

plate is controlled by two parameters, the applied

voltage value and orientation, which drive the rotation

on the smectic cone and director inclination, see

figure 17 (b). Continuous alteration of these parameters

produces continuous change in polarization, with a

significant gain in control parameters, and then in

speed for the monitoring algorithm. A typical phase

shift is Dw~p/2 for a high electric field value

(10 V mm21) in C band. This low value of the phase

shift (below typical index modulation values of SmA)

indicates a decrease of the electric field in the thickness.

Therefore, the use of thick electrodes is absolutely

necessary in this case. Moreover, the response time

is strongly dependent on temperature (1 ms near the

SmC*–SmA phase transition and v100 ms near the

SmA–I transition). Birefringence modulation can also

be used to provide a better control of rotating only the

wave plates, making them wavelength adjustable.

In conclusion, liquid crystals present several advan-

tages, such as simplicity, low voltage control, good

packaging, no moving parts and no mechanical fatigue;

they require, however, careful attention as to alignment

over small apertures in the homeotropic configuration

(in particular with smectics). Therefore, thick electrodes

are recommended to obtain a p phase shift for SmA

and homogenous response times for SmC*. In addition,

this arrangement avoids residual PDL sources due to

the better homogeneity of the applied field and liquid

crystal orientation. SmC* materials are well suited to

implement fractional rotating wave-plates: they are fast

enough, and their birefringence is high and can be

slightly adjusted with temperature. Moreover, their

optical characteristics remain in the absence of an

Figure 18. Electrodes implementation on the substrate for a liquid crystal rotating wave plate.

Figure 19. (a) Transverse electric field with thick electrodes; (b) view of thick electrodes system.
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applied electric field (steady states on the smectic cone),

a feature that can provide a decisive operational

advantage. SmAs are well suited to implement variable

and rotating wave plates with better speed performance

than nematics, despite the temperature control which

has to be applied with such materials due to their

critical behaviour near transition temperatures. Other

solutions have also been proposed using fast nematic

liquid crystals [105] or nano-PDLC materials [62]. If

both produce better respense times and are easier to

manufacture, they do need significantly higher fields

(w20 Vmm21), resulting in severe optical aperture

limitations, making them more difficult to pigtail,

collimate and package. Finally, an operational choice

cannot only be limited by material aspects, but also by

algorithm considerations. Thus variable and rotating

wave plates are often preferred, because of the

reduction in the number of parameters to control,

therefore and simplification of the algorithm.

7.2. Double refraction-like effects within a ferroelectric

SmC waveguide

Liquid crystals have been extensively used to provide

waveguide functions, using various LCs [106, 107] and

composite LCs [108]. Most are based on conventional

waveguides coupled with active LC claddings [109].

Another less conventional approach involves using the

liquid crystal as the guide core [110]. This offers an

original illustration of double refraction-like effects. In

this framework SmC* is preferred, because it combines

good switching time, low absorption (v2 dB cm21),

high birefringence (0.18) and moderate cross-section

thickness (a few microns) reducing the insertion and

coupling losses. In isotropic media, the beam power

flow direction is orthogonal to the wave plane. In

anisotropic media it depends on the polarization and

the angle b between the index ellipsoid and the wave

vector orientations. The extraordinary beam is deflected

by an angle Q given by (approximating the beam

steering angle in the waveguide):

Q~b{ tan{1 ne

n0

� �2

tan b

" #
ð21Þ

whereas the ordinary beam has the same direction as

the wave vector. In this case the two steady states

correspond to two different power flow directions for

corresponding extraordinary modes. If these modes are

predominant over ordinary modes, a beam steering is

observed at the output, accounting for the two double

refraction angles. Electrodes can be easily patterned

to induce domains of different orientations of the

LC director. Collimating integrated lenses are used

to control the divergence of the input beam on the

y z-plane. Beam shifting can be obtained at the interface

of the domains as illustrated in figure 20.

The beams behave in the waveguide plane as in free-

space hence they can cross in the same manner. Two

types of mode can be excited: ordinary or extraordinary

modes. They behave in the planar waveguide as in bulk

material. The extraordinary modes, which depend on

both the extraordinary and ordinary indices, are

deflected at the interface of domains of different

orientation of the LC director [9], whereas ordinary

modes, which depend only on the ordinary index, are

not deflected. An elementary switch can be designed

taking advantage of this property. Losses inside the

waveguide are due to scattering and absorption which

is one of the main drawbacks in using liquid crystals.

However, as many switches can be etched on the same

guide, there are practically no coupling losses between

two adjacent switches. In addition, the LC waveguide is

weakly sensitive to wavelength variation (v1023 degrees

for 30 nm wavelength deviation, i.e. about a 100 nm

lateral shift over 1 cm propagation which is negligible

compared with the 150 mm width of a waist beam) [111].

This approach has the advantage of generating equi-

valent optical paths for all outputs (i.e. equivalent

effective index and equivalent length, therefore, preser-

ving the same guided mode), hence there is no PMD. In

addition, due to the presence of intrinsic steady states

the device can remain switched with no additional

power supply due to SSFLC structure.

7.3. Switchable achromatic reflectors and polarization

rotators

Here we illustrate the engineering offered by polymer

stabilized techniques on cholesteric materials. Choles-

teric liquid crystals (CLCs) exhibit several remarkable

properties due to the presence of a macroscopic helix.

The most striking are very large optical activity and

Figure 20. Guide beam refraction at the interface between
LC domains of two different orientations.
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iridescent colours due to selective reflections displayed

by the Grandjean planar texture, when the helix axis

is perpendicular to the observation plane [3]. As a

result of the helical arrangement of directors, circular

birefringence occurs leading to strong optical activity

(several thousand degrees per mm). Selective reflection

results in spatially periodic variation of the dielectric

tensor of the helical structure. For light propagation

parallel to the helix, Bragg reflection occurs for

wavelengths in the following range (defined as the

Bragg regime):

nopvlvnep ð22Þ
where p is the CLC pitch (see § 4.2). In a small

wavelength range around l0, incident light parallel to

the helix is split into two circularly polarized compo-

nents: one transmitted, the other totally reflected. The

rotation of the reflected circularly polarized light agrees

with the screw sense of the helix (figure 21). At normal

incidence, maximum reflection occurs when the incident

wavelength l~l0~np, with n~(n0zne)/2 [112]. It is in

the region Dl of the pitch band that most optical

investigations have concentrated, the reflection band-

width Dl being given by Dl~pDn.

Another interesting case is the Mauguin regime [113].

If the product of the cell thickness d and the

birefringence Dn is much larger than the wavelength:

Dn d >> l ð23Þ
the eigenmode becomes linearly polarized, determining

the wave-guiding limit (the input light is guided by the

twist). This property has been extensively used to make

twisted nematics wavelength insensitive, which is crucial

for colour display applications [21] (dw30 mm is

required in the visible range). Achromatic polarization

rotators have been proposed following this principle

[114]. A rapid calculation shows that the wave-guiding

limit is difficult to reach with a TN liquid crystal with

a reasonable thickness and Mauguin minima are

generally considered [3], with a penalty in the achro-

matic range. This is, of course, true in the telecommu-

nication band. Choice of selectivity and operating range

is desirable for several functions such as optical filters,

polarizer-free reflective mirrors and broadband circular

polarizers, but a drawback lies in that conventional

CLCs have reflection bands that are too narrow to be

useful in telecommunications.

Several studies have described broadband CLC filters

in the solid state, but only a few have been focused on

active filters which are switchable due to the effect of an

electric field.

Recent work has shown that some special designs of

polymer stabilized cholesteric liquid crystals (PSCLCs)

exhibit broadband reflection in the near infrared

spectrum on a wavelength band of few hundreds of

nanometres greater than expected values in common

CLCs [115]. The band broadening results from partial

diffusion between two PSCLC films with different

chiralities, making them appropriate for telecommuni-

cations. This result is a good illustration of the

potential offered by PSLC engineering, which is at an

early stage.

7.4. Polarization dependence

As mentioned in § 6.3, liquid crystals, being aniso-

tropic media, are polarization sensitive, and except for

some configurations such as those in § 7.1 for which

anisotropy is needed, polarization diversity systems are

required. However, there is a configuration of use for

which the LC is purely polarization insensitive. The

liquid crystal is used again as a programmable

fractional wave plate. The cell is in a planar config-

uration—i.e. the director rotates in a plane perpendi-

cular to the incident beam, see figures 10 (a–d)—and

polarization modulation is determined by the birefrin-

gence angle w~2pdDn/l (with d the cell thickness), the

tilt angle h and the sign k~z/21 of the electric field

applied to the cell (figure 22).

The advantage of this configuration is that it leads

to a polarization-insensitive phase modulation. Using

Jones’ formalism (‘t’ is the transpose operation), an

input polarization state E~[a b]t expressed in the

(Cr, Cl) basis (with Cr and Cl, respectively, the circular

right and circular left polarizations) will be trans-

formed by the LC cell in the output state S(k, h, w)Figure 21. Bragg reflection in a cholesteric helical structure.
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given by:

S k, h, wð Þ~
a cos w

2

� �
{ib sin w

2

� �
exp 2ikhð Þ

{ia sin w
2

� �
exp {2ikhð Þzb cos w

2

� �
0
B@

1
CA
:
ð24Þ

An interesting case is the half-wave plate (w~p)

configuration, with h~p/4 tilt angle, yielding

S k, p=4, pð Þ~k b{a½ �t: ð25Þ

Hence, the same polarization emerges from the two

LC states, with a p phase-shift between the complex

amplitude of the corresponding electric fields [116]. This

is a well known use of anisotropic media in optics to

achieve polarization-insensitive operations. It has been

extensively used, for example, to provide polarization-

independent binary phase modulation, avoiding the

need for polarization diversity systems [34, 35]. This

can be achieved with any planar liquid crystal

configuration, provided w~p (relating to cell thickness)

and h~p/4 (relating to the material). Large tilt angle

SmC* materials are, however, preferred because they

exhibit two intrinsic steady states [10]. The drawback is

the wavelength dependence of the wave plate in this

configuration; however, this wavelength dependence

can be exploited to provide wavelength selectors [90]. A

second limitation occurs when using the wave plate as

a programmable holographic element due symmetric

diffraction orders generated by the binary phase

modulation which result in a 3 dB loss. This order

can be cancelled by coupling the dynamic LC

diffractive grating with an additional fixed phase

element [35–91].

The configuration described above is fully justified

when using silicon backplane addressing [116], to take a

maximum advantage of the available space bandwidth

provided by such devices. Such a parallel addressing

avoids data transfer bottlenecks (i.e. high speed inter-

faces similar to MEMS technology), provides very high

resolution, an extremely good fill factor, and a large

pixel number (see illustration in next section). This

combination has been studied extensively to provide a

variety of optical free-space switches or filters [34–117].

This principle can be used in a waveguide or fibre

configuration. For example, a Mach–Zehnder inter-

ferometer (MZI) has been designed on this principle

[118], providing a phase shift delay DW between its

paths by sandwiching a liquid crystal in the configura-

tion of figure 22. The MZI is made up of two

waveguides (or fibres) coupled at their extremities by

3 dB couplers (figure 23); in each MZI arm, a FLC

introduces a differential phase shift. Among possible

FLC materials, a large tilt angle is needed to verify

condition (22) and to enable the optical axis to rotate of

90‡ on the smectic cone. The two orthogonal states are

then addressed by controlling the applied electric field

polarization, enabling the routing of the input informa-

tion to either output 1 or output 2. Both fibre and

waveguide can be used to implement such a function.

The main crosstalk source is related to wave plate

accuracy resulting in technological limitations. To

obtain a good isolation (e.g. 230 dB) it is necessary

Figure 22. Modulation of the birefringence axes of the LC
cell. The normal to the LC layers makes an angle kh with
the Oy axis of the polarization frame.

Figure 23. Principle of a FLC MZI: for DW~p output 1 is selected; for DW~0 output 2 is selected.
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to control the cell thickness with an accuracy of 0.3 mm

(i.e. for a 4 mm cell, 7% accuracy). This is one reason

why nano-PDLC solutions may be preferable.

7.5. The programmable liquid crystal blazed grating

(LCBG)

Programmable LC blazed gratings are commonly

used to implement non-mechanical beam-steering

functions [119], thanks to recent advances in LC on

silicon backplane technology [116]. Among various

diffractive elements, blazed gratings have particularly

interesting properties. We focus on linear blazed

gratings [120]. Besides a difference in magnitude,

blazed gratings combine the dispersive behaviour of

a prism (dominated by material dispersion) and of

a grating (determined by the diffraction rules). The

reverse signs for these dispersions have led to the design

of achromatic refractive–diffractive doublets for which

the blazed grating is a good illustration. Blazed gratings

consist of a series of micro-prisms with constant wedge

angles arranged on a periodic grid (figure 24). For a

wavelength l, the maximum height of each prism is

fabricated to cause 2pq phase steps at the prism edges

(with q the blaze order). The prism height determines

the grating period p, given by:

h~
ql

n{1
, giving p~

ql

a n{1ð Þ : ð26Þ

This is equivalent to folding up the phase 2pn times

with respect to l, which means that the same prism

results in two different blazed gratings according to

different wavelengths l and l’ as shown in figure 24.

The general equation of a BG calculated for l’ is then

given by:

BG~rect x
a n l0ð Þ{1ð Þ

Nl0

� �
exp

2ip

l
a n lð Þ{1½ �x

� 	

6

X
d x{

mNl0

a n l0ð Þ{1ð Þ

� �
rect

x

p

� �� 	
:

ð27Þ

This expression has two terms (within a convolution

product), the first stressing the refractive behaviour of a

prism, the second of the grating. The grating behaviour

disappears when operating at its generic wavelength l.

This demonstrates that a wavelength adjustment can

be achieved by modifying the blaze order q; or by

modifying both the period and prism height (here the

cell thickness or index amplitude), two parameters of a

LC which can be adjusted easily. The result, according

to relation (27), is that optimal diffraction efficiency is

then obtained because the grating behaves as a prism

for the operating wavelength (the generic wavelength

has been adjusted to it).

Both uniform and twisted nematics have been used

to implement blazed gratings [121]. SmAs can also be

used; they are faster but exhibit a smaller modulation

range which is a limiting factor for a BG, and remain

difficult to implement on LCoS. Therefore, N and TN

LCs are preferred. In both cases, polarization diversity

systems are required to manage the unknown polariza-

tion input state. By applying increasing voltages to

successive electrodes (forming a ramp) it is possible to

adjust q and generate blaze phase ramps (figure 25). If

the gap between electrodes is small enough with respect

to the cell thickness, the molecules also rotate in the

gap and the phase ramps are quasi-continuous. The

phase ramp slope is accurately controlled if each

electrode can be supplied with a voltage providing a

phase shift Q~2px(mod 2p)/p, where x is the lateral

position of the electrode and p is the grating period. In

practice, the phase retardation has to be greater than

2p, thus a minimum thickness d~l/Dn is needed for a

cell used in transmission (half for a reflective one),

where l is the operating wavelength and Dn the

birefringence.
The drawback is that each electrode has to be

addressed independently of the others. This is a

challenging issue because the electrode size must be

a fraction of the minimum grating period (typically

10 mm). Several techniques developed for LC displays

Figure 25. Blazed grating generated by a NLC, with the
central fly-back region between two ramps.

Figure 24. Blazed grating with different blaze depths q as an
array of micro-prisms calculated for two different
wavelength values (l1/l2~3/5) and obtained by folding
up the phase 2pn times according to l.
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are available to solve this problem. For one-dimension

electrode arrays, the use of transparent ITO on glass

electrodes is a suitable solution. Electrode addressing

can be performed by specific integrated circuits bonded

at the periphery of the LC cell. An illustration is given

in [96] which describes the design of parallel aligned

NLC spatial light modulators for operation in the

1.5 mm wavelength range.
For two-dimension electrode arrays, the use of a

transparent NLC cell is more difficult: the pixel size

achievable with high resolution TFT displays is too

large (at least several tens mm). Some miniaturization is

thus required. This may be achieved by using LCoS

technology, where the active LC electrodes are a silicon

integrated circuit. In that case, the device operates in

reflection with metal-coated pixels (grating angles are

doubled).

The main limitation of this technique is the presence

of fly-back regions due to fringing fields between

electrodes which diffract into undesired regions, causing

crosstalk and reducing the steering efficiency. This
phenomenon can be mitigated by adapting the fill

factor to the size of the fly-back region (where the

phase reset defining a grating period occurs), relatively

to the size of the grating period. Another solution

involves using a stack of multiple layers of composite

blazed gratings of different grating periods. Each layer

consists of a fixed blazed grating, obtained and then

fulfilled with a liquid crystal. Switching the LC makes

the grating transparent or diffracting, but limits the

number of addressing steering angles.

LCBG gives a double illustration of the interest in

using LC to implement steering functions. First, by

exploiting the wavelength independence capability of
BGs by only modifying voltage value and period;

second, by benefiting from LCoS technology to provide

complex volume interconnections. The coupling of liquid

crystal with silicon backplane is now the best way to

achieve thin film programmable holograms which are

strong competitors to MEMs in implementing large

capacity switches. The boom of the micro-displays

industry has led to commercial high resolution (about

10mm pitch) devices now reaching 192061200 pixels [122]

and 204861536 pixels with 13.4 mm pitch, with trends

towards a decrease in pixel size and an increase in fill

factor. If most of the commercial offers are based on

twisted nematic liquid crystals, some exist for FLC-based

devices with SXGA (128061024) resolution [123].

Although these devices operate obviously in the visible
wavelength range, no major technical reasons prevent

their use in the telecommunications wavelength range.

Despite their larger loss and polarization dependence,

the main advantage of liquid crystal holographic modules

with respect to, for example, MEMS technology, is their

capability to be used not only to steer optical beams

but for other purposes such as: the combination of

several optical functions (e.g. prism and lens), cross-talk

and channel insertion loss reduction (due to fibre

misalignments and positioning tolerance), insertion loss
uniformity (channel flattening), as well as device fault

monitoring, crucial for a large number of output

channels. Furthermore, compared with the MEMS

approach, they provide natural bridging capabilities, or

the spectral response shift of the selected optical output.

Some of these advantages are detailed in [119] and

[124].

7.6. Wavelength tuneable filters and lasers

These devices provide critical functions within WDM

networks. We focus on two complementary approaches
illustrating particular LC engineering: planar wave-

guide Bragg grating filters (BGF) and free-space

Fabry–Perot interferometers (FPI).

7.6.1. The Bragg grating filter (BGF)

This is an alternative to ESBG technique described

above (§ 5.2.2). The Bragg grating is written in a planar

waveguide and a LC over-layer covers it, acting at the

same time as a contrast medium for the filter and as an

active cladding for the waveguide (see figure 26) [125].
The Bragg grating etched on the waveguide behaves

as a wavelength selective mirror [126] (i.e. a notch

filter). Its reflectivity is optimum at the Bragg

wavelength lB which depends on the physical char-

acteristics of the guiding structure and on the grating

geometry and is given by:

lB~2neffL ð28Þ
where neff is the effective refractive index of the guided

mode and L the grating period. A continuous index

variation results in a wavelength change. Therefore, a

LC enabling analogue modulation of the extraordinary
index, such as N and SmA in a planar configuration,

can be chosen. To ensure single mode behaviour, the

LC extraordinary index must be smaller than the wave

guide. Similarly, transparent electrodes must be thin

enough to have negligible effect on the modal beha-

viour. Experimental results with SmAs have shown

Figure 26. Cross-section of the BGF.
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tuning ranges of about 10 nm with good selectivity

(v0.5 nm) [127]. Similar operations have been per-

formed with a fibre as guiding medium surrounded by a

nematic LC to provide a tuneable long period grating

[13] or fibre tapers [128].

7.6.2. Fabry–Perot interferometer filters and tuneable

lasers

Liquid crystal solutions have been suggested for the

implementation of tuneable FPI filters, using nematics

[17] and SmAs [30]. The former is too slow, the latter is

too fragile and has a smaller modulation range; both

are polarization-sensitive, therefore requiring polariza-

tion diversity systems (see § 6.3), increasing the cost and

introducing additional perturbations and losses. Free-

space FPI filters consist of highly reflective parallel

dielectric mirrors arranged in a cavity configuration,

and separated by a cavity gap L (figure 27). Transpar-

ent electrodes allow an electric field to be applied

normal to the mirrors and parallel to the propagation

axis. The filter transmittance is a function of the phase

delay Q~4pnL/l, and the finesse F (related to mirror

reflectivity). For large reflectivity values, F is expressed

as the ratio of the free spectral range (FSR) to the filter

bandwidth. For wavelength shifts obtained by index

change the tuneable range is then given by:

dl~2LDnDl=l: ð29Þ

We notice immediately that nano-PDLCs have a

smaller tuneable range than bulk LC, because both Dn

(due to concentration) and L (due to voltage limitation)

are reduced. Typical dl of a few 10 nm with

FSR~35 nm have been obtained [61], for a typical

thickness of about 20 mm, field of 15 V mm21, switching

time of a few 100 ms (two orders of magnitude faster

than bulk nematic) and transmission loss v2.5 dB. In

practice, to reduce the loss it is preferable to use TEC

fibre with expanded modes at the FPI centre to

collimate the beam.

Nano-PDLC FPI advantages are polarization-

independence, fast switching, low cost and easy

fabrication. Its robustness and small size enable it

to be combined with arrayed fibres [62]. Similarly,

coupling with an active element (in particular with

vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers, VCSELs) is

straightforward and has been proposed [129]. A

1550 nm VCSEL offers many advantages over edge

emitters. They are smaller, cost effective and easy to

couple to fibres; they can also be built in matrix arrays.

An example of such a coupling is given figure 27 (b).

The device is a hybrid semiconductor coupled with

a nano-PDLC phase layer cavity, surrounded by two

dielectric Bragg mirrors. The phase layer optical length

is ml/2~6l sandwiched between two transparent

electrodes appling an electric field with an active

region optical length pl/2~1.5l. The maximum index

variation measured with a Mach–Zehnder interfero-

meter is Dnmax<0.025, giving a spectral variation of:

dl~lDn=n~ mzpð ÞDl=m ð30Þ
which gives a Dlmax (for Dnmax) of about 20 nm at

1.55 mm.

This is an interesting alternative to the tuneable

MEMS VCSEL, using a tuneable source more robust

than with MEMS [130]. This solution is easier to

manufacture cost effectively, needs no precise mechan-

ical alignments and is more reliable than MEMS. The

expected switching time is smaller than for MEMS but

the tuning range is also a little reduced. This is a simple

Figure 27. (a) Principle of elementary nano-PDLC-based FPI (cross-section); (b) coupled with a VCSEL.
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illustration of the possible combination of LCs with

active elements, which is far from being exhaustive.

8. This is not a conclusion

In the preface to the first edition of his book, P.D. de

Gennes stated [6]: Liquid crystals are beautiful and

mysterious, I am fond of them for both reasons. My hope

is that some readers of this book will feel the same

attraction, help to solve the mysteries and raise new

questions. More fundamentally, their study is compli-

cated by the involvement several scientific disciplines

such as, chemistry, optics and mechanics, and also a

certain sense of vision in three-dimensional space. If I

could modestly add some comments to this analysis, I

would say that the applications of LCs in telecommu-

nications are probably at a prehistoric age, and only

basic materials have been used till now. The unbelie-

vable recent developments of LC composites and, in

particular, anisotropic gels and polymer stabilized LCs,

are at an early stage and are endowed with wonderful
potentialities, because they enable the use of any LC

(cholesteric, nematic, smectic) due to their stabilizing

and structuring properties. Therefore, they offer wide

possibilities in terms of morphologies, making them

very promising in opening a broad field of new effects

and functionalities, in particular, for telecommunica-

tions which is very demanding in terms of cost and

system flexibility. For optical scientists, such materials

allow wonderful engineering capabilities which are not

fully exploited.

The combination of polymer-curing techniques with

the electro-optical characteristics of LCs opens parti-

cularly wide prospects, provided a control of particular
volume morphologies within the bulk is achieved both

to stabilize and generate new optical properties. It is,

however, a paradox to notice that photopolymerization

is one of the oldest technologies (already used by the

ancient Egyptians as part of mummification) which

nowadays finds applications in high technology sys-

tems. Another recognised advantage of LCs over

competitors (such as MEMS) is the strong industrial

developments, thanks to the display industry, which

provides an unequalled maturity to such solutions, in

terms of reliability and cost, making them one of the

most appropriate core technologies for DWDM net-

work devices.
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